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Introduction to the Scripture
We had the Halls of Holly Fair, so I’m calling it: Today we start getting ready for Advent,

which is getting ready for that holiday that comes towards the end of December. Just

checking, did all the kids leave yet? OK.

Parents, fair warning: This sermon may be to warn you that Christmas is coming.

This is a parable from a series of parables that Jesus tells his disciples about waiting for the

close at hand coming Day of God, in which God will transform the world into a place of

justice and righteousness. We read this before Advent in preparation for the joy of Jesus’s

coming through the Christmas… but it’s really meant to ready us for that OTHER coming of

Jesus. You know, the second one. So it’s got a bit of bite to it. Being ready for it was a

central element of his message.

This parable, also? Like a parable, which kind of a folksy story and sort of a puzzle. Drives

me completely nuts. Enjoy! So, once there was this wedding…

Sermon
Many of Jesus’s teachings get a little problematic towards the end, and this is one of them.

This parable is so incredibly not Kingdom of God kind of material in my mind. Mr. Jesus
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“Knock and the door shall be opened” Christ has suddenly started telling stories about

people showing up late to the party and getting shut out and left out.

The list of things that can get stuck in your craw, so to speak, is long: one more instance of

men, whether its Jesus or the gospel writers who came after him, telling stories in which

they do their dirty work through the mythical mean girl. Because, half of the women in this

story are called flighty or foolish, and I don’t know of anyone who thinks that the quote-

unquote wise bridesmaids are very holy in their behavior. Sharing, anyone? And let’s not

even talk about how there’s no BRIDE in this story about a wedding between a man and a

woman. OK, let’s talk about it a little bit: WHERE IS THE BRIDE?? Also, who is her charming

husband that everyone is so excited about, who apparently shows up to parties in his honor

so late that everyone has long fallen asleep?

The most common interpretation that I have found of the parable: that it is a warning to all

to prepare for the coming kingdom by gathering up for themselves spiritual stores to make

it through the night that comes before, has some real issues. As I said, Jesus spends the

rest of his teaching talking about how radically the new reign of God will welcome people

in, and how blessed particularly the poor are. Yet, economics linger over this parable: those

who are called foolish are so not just because they didn’t bring enough oil, but because

they had not previously bought enough oil. (They have to go buy more.) That alone should

make us start getting skeptical about Jesus’s intention here.

I should mention that this is not a very popular opinion. There are plenty of religious folks in

the spiritual oil sales racket. They are glad to sell instructional books, or dvd’s, or whatever

to make sure that your spiritual lamp is lit, and that you won’t get left behind when you

know who shows up. There are even more folks who seem to have been given the job of

spiritual meter reader: faithfully determining for others who has enough juice to make it to

the big day. I should say this is lingering over the way we do Christmas these days… who

has correctly purchased all the right gifts, prepared all the right foods, decorated all the

right ways…



Yes, this parable drives me nuts. Perhaps not least because, I need the Kingdom of God to

be a holy gift for all people, including the terminally scatter-brained. Creativity is a gift,

passion is a gift, excitement is a gift, but almost all of those things tend to subtract from the

“I know where I last put my car keys” or “I remembered to pack enough socks” columns in

life. So, if Jesus wants to tell parables about being prepared… I am so totally out of luck. So

I sit with this parable, as I want us to always do… and I try and find a solution to the riddle

that makes space for a God who loves me and other people who don’t always remember

an extra pair of socks, or whatever.

For me, the crack in this story through which the holiness comes through is Jesus’s very last

statement. In this parable that whole legions of people are lining up to tell you is about

being prepared and having all your spiritual ducks in a row, the “moral of the story” is,

according to Jesus: “Keep awake.”

Huh?

What have we done to ourselves, making ourselves sick over being ready, when… “Keep

awake?” That’s the big moral here?

Yes. All ten, “wise” or “foolish” pass right on out while waiting for the bridegroom in our

story. What drives the action forward is that when they do, they fall asleep with their lamps

lit. Stores of oil go to light the night sky over our sleeping heroines, and that leads to the

great oil kerfuffle of 33 AD.

See, there’s plenty of oil, if you just blow out the lamps, and wait
in the dark. Which leads me to the important question. Why are
we afraid of the dark?
We live in an era of almost continuously available light, and it is reshaping us in ways we

can’t imagine.[1] Not the least because I don’t think we can truly relate to these parable

women in their concern for light. All week, the closest I could come to finding their concern

is, well, [my cell phone]. If you want to see this parable lived out 14 different ways an hour

today you need only look to the poor and huddled masses of our red-blooded American
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business people as they desperately huddle around the two–and until recently it seemed

like an almost cruel promise it would only be two–power outlets near their gate at the

airport.

Our technology connects us in new and powerful ways, and yet many of us struggle when

threatened by losing that connection. When we are sweating over the battery charge left in

our cell phone, what’s really at stake for us? I think the reality is that we are afraid we will be

judged as the bridesmaids were. These people received the all-important email, these did

not, so these employees will be cast into the outer darkness (or marketing) and these will

be welcomed into the executive suite where every day is a party. Does anyone recognize

the value of the uninterrupted thought that might occur to an employee, the creative new

lesson plan that might occur to a teacher, the novel that might suddenly stir within one of

us if we were to suddenly lose the bright shiny screen and loud ding that lets us know there

is important reply all-ing to do?

The dark, the true dark is even more revealing a place for us. Not just information black out,

true black out. We have always been afraid of the dark. And when we are, we look to our

resources. Who has power, who has oil. I think the more interesting question our parable

can ask, Jesus can ask, is who can simply be in the dark? The great mystery of no light?

Mary lifted up the value of rest in night for our children. But is there value in wakefulness,

too?

Lots of people have been asking me how life is at the new place I’m living, which is

dramatically on the edge of town. The biggest change I have noticed is my relationship to

the dark. I don’t think I could find folks who would argue with me if I say Brunswick is not

really “big-city” living, though everything is relative I suppose. At night, though, we really

are. Aided partly by our own floodlights, the sky in Brunswick proper has a goodly orange

tint to it most nights.

Not so at the edges. At first, I was petrified. To get out of my car, and not even be able to

see the path to my front door… was alien. Then, and I’m not sure I read it right, but I think



there was a ballot question this year to see if I wanted each of us to receive our own bear.

And then the dark was really scary.

Eventually, though, I noticed just how much light the darkness has. It just isn’t, you know, on

me. It’s up in the sky. True night has a way of reminding me that the universe, and the God

who created it is vast and unknowable, and well… I am not. It brings back what the psalmist

calls “the fear of God”… not that God is after me or something, but that God is so radically

beyond and not me that it is kinda scary in a good way. There is so much wonder to see in

the dark, if we look for it.

One of the great preachers of our time, Barbara Brown Taylor, released a book this summer

called Learning to Walk in the Dark [2], in which she spends a great deal of time

investigating her relationship with all kinds of darkness. She lifts up the danger of what she

calls “full solar spirituality” in which God is considered only to be present in signs and

visions of light, and how isolating and painful it can be when we find ourselves living in a

time of darkness, either literally… or figuratively: in times of grief, of loss, or of just deep,

deep, longing and wondering. She goes to an art exhibit in which she is thrust into

darkness and led by a blind person. She goes spelunking and turns out her lamp while

deep inside the earth. She spends time trying to parse out her own darkness in terms of

emotions. What struck me, rereading her work this week: After emerging from a completely

dark room, in which she was led by the arm and gently guided by a blind person, she

recalls Jesus’s words from the gospel of John: “I came into this world for judgment so that

those who do not see may see, and those who do see may become blind.” [3] In other

words, maybe Jesus comes to break down the door between us.

Jesus says stay awake. It is not so much our stuff he asks for, but our attention. By light or

by dark. I think his parable is a warning, just not for what we think. It is important to be

ready for the ways in which the Spirit brings us the presence of God, but I think he would

say you come pre-tuned to that frequency, batteries ARE included, finally. We simply need

to be unafraid to meet the Spirit in the mysterious and strange realm of night. Of darkness,

which was before there was anything, and was with God in the beginning, too, if we read
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our scriptures.

Thinking it’s about what you can store up, what you can gather for yourself, what you have

built up to avoid being alone, or in the dark, or just uncertain… that’s what locks us on

either side of a door that can never lead to the World of God. The scandal of Jesus’s story is

not that some people wouldn’t have properly prepared, it’s that we humans would use the

yard-stick of that preparation to divide ourselves one more time, shattering all over again

the Holy vision God has been calling us all to.

So Parents, and everyone else. This sermon is to warn you that Christmas is coming.

But it is also to remind you that Christmas, that Christ’s birth, happens in cold, and in the

strange place underneath anything like a success…. it comes in the dark. We are about to

start telling a story we have been telling for thousands of years of people up way past their

bedtimes. Totally unprepared and lacking the right decorations. Waiting, watching, and

having no earthly clue what is going to happen. If you are in that kind of time of life right

now… this season is for you. The only thing you need to bring with you is a hope that

whether the sun is up or down, the lights are on or off, you are plugged in or unplugged,

GOD IS STILL MOVING. Towards you, through you, in you. Just keep your eyes open and

let it all sink in.

This is my prayer for us, as we come into a holy season: a time of gathering together with

loved ones, family, or the family we claim for ourselves, in celebration, or in tender

mourning or grief, in light or in dark. Let’s rest, let’s blow out the lamps… let’s wait in this

coming dark. Awake, alert, and waiting for what the Spirit might be doing in our lives…

living into Christ’s gift to us, a vision, no longer of a world with haves and have nots, but of

people, together… awake and unafraid of the dark.



1. I love this Planet Money story on how the efficiency of light production has altered our

economics, and our world.  ↩

2. Learning to Walk in the Dark by Barbara Brown Taylor  ↩

3. John 9:39  ↩
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